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SLIDE	  REMOVED	  FROM
ONLINE	  VERSION
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…	  a talk about multimedia, multimodal
lifelogging and how it offers a new
opportunity and set of challenges for
multimedia information management …
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Overview
• What	  is	  lifelogging	  and	  why	  bother
• Visual	  lifelogging,	  devices	  and	  SenseCam
• Our	  work	  on	  SC	  data	  management,	  events,	  event	  browsing
and	  augmenta4on





– Incorpora4ng	  Contextual	  Informa4on
– CO2	  Es4ma4on
• Lifelogging	  -­‐	  where	  next	  ?
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Lifelogging
•Lifelogging	  is	  about	  digitally	  recording	  your	  daily	  life
•Such	  recording	  takes	  many	  forms,	  from	  wriZen	  diaries	  to
TwiZer	  tweets,	  and	  our	  digital	  world	  greatly	  enables	  automa4c
lifelogging
•Most	  of	  what	  we	  do	  can	  be	  re-­‐constructed	  with	  appropriate
access	  to	  mobile	  phone	  records,	  computer	  network	  access
records,	  credit	  card	  records,	  CCTV	  records,	  TV	  subscrip4on
records,	  in-­‐car	  GPS	  records,	  and	  so	  on.
•In	  prac4ce,	  access	  to	  these	  independent	  records	  happens	  only
in	  cases	  of	  inves4ga4on,	  when	  we	  forensically	  re-­‐construct	  a
lifelog
•Lifelogging	  has	  become	  known	  as	  the	  term	  for	  self-­‐recording,
auto-­‐biographical,	  sousveillance
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Why	  lifelogging
Some4mes	  its	  for	  a	  reason
Work e.g.	  security	  personnel,	  medical	  staﬀ,	  etc.
Personal e.g.	  diaries,	  etc.	  increasing	  interest	  in	  Carbon
footprints	  and	  energy	  awareness
Some4mes	  Its	  medical
Early-­‐stage	  suﬀerers	  of	  demenYa/Alzheimers	  show	  results
Some4mes	  its	  for	  lifestyle	  analysis
Working	  with	  medical	  pracYYoners,	  behaviour	  analysts	  and	  markeYng
analysts
Some4mes	  its	  for	  posterity
Recording	  vacaYons,	  family	  gatherings,	  social	  occasions
Some4mes	  its	  because	  we	  can
And	  we’re	  not	  yet	  sure	  what	  we’ll	  do	  with	  it	  e.g.	  MyLifeBits
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Visual	  Lifelogging	  Devices
Much	  past	  research	  focus	  on	  miniaturising	  hardware	  and	  increasing	  baZery-­‐life
+	  storage	  e.g.	  visual	  lifelogging	  domain
Tano et. al. University of Electro-Communications, Tokyo, Japan Microsoft Research
SenseCam
Steve Mann. Wearable computing: a first step
toward personal imaging. Computer, 30:25–32,
Feb 1997.
TIMELINE
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Eyetap
By Self-assembled (Steve Mann)
Cost Variable, recommended to buy
Mann's book
Video projection onto inside of Eyetap
glasses
Steve Mann, U Toronto is a pioneer, trailblazer, geek,
rights activist, who has become physically dependent on
his Eyetap for vision, and has had this validated in court.
His technology is a camera and screen projection directly
in front of his left eye.
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Apple iPhone 3GS
Sensors GPS, Wifi, Accelerometer,
Proximity sensor, Ambient light
sensor, compass
… problem is that It looks
like an iPhone !
What about an OTS device re-purposed for visual
lifelogging ?
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Android Developer Phone
Sensors GPS, Wifi, Accelerometer, Magnetic
sensor, bluetooth, compass
Even worse than an iPhone …
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Flip Mino HD
Sensors No other sensors
… and worse again …
Problem with these is that they are mobile phones,
with add-ons, and always will. Not designed as
lifelogging devices so inherent issues of battery and
of storage capacity
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Wireless webcam and netbook
Sensors Wifi, can be hacked to include GPS (with antenna), Bluetooth,
internal card reader, additional internal flash drive, 802.11N, FM transmitter
and modem
Another option … but it needs a netbook in your pocket,
and that gives you far more functionality than needed.




Sensors No other sensors
Image quality NTSC, 350 Resolution TV
Lines
Video? 30fps
Capacity AV cable out
Cute, but where does the AV cable go ?




Cost depends on equipment, as little as $40
Sensors No other sensors
Again .. The AV camera ?  It’s a capture device, not a capture
and store device
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SenseCam	  /	  Vicon	  Revue
Oct	  2009	  MicrosoO	  announced	  licensing	  SenseCam	  technology
to	  Vicon,	  mo4on	  capture	  company	  from	  Oxford,	  UK.
Vicon	  will	  ini4ally	  manufacture	  MSR	  SC	  ‘clones’	  which	  retail	  at
c.£500	  each	  -­‐	  associated	  soOware	  is	  the	  MSR	  viewer,	  but	  point
to	  DCU	  event	  -­‐based	  browser.	  Expect	  to	  start	  shipping	  2010Q1
Vicon	  engaging	  clients	  and	  customers	  on	  what	  other	  sensors
should	  be	  in	  ViconRevue-­‐2	  …	  GPS,	  compass,	  beZer	  quality
images	  ..
Expect	  hands-­‐on	  prac4ce	  with	  prototype	  in	  2010Q1
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Why	  SenseCam?
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SC	  Image	  Quality
Over last 5 years we’ve developed techniques for
SenseCam data management, without having user input
or direction …
… we’ve now developed this into MM data management,















Terrible Poor OK High Photo Album 
• 40% of images
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Our	  Take…
Purpose	  of	  managing	  a	  visual	  lifelog	  is	  to	  take	  people	  to	  images
which	  trigger	  recall
To	  eﬀecYvely	  provide	  memory	  retrieval	  cues	  using	  SenseCam	  we
need	  to	  automaYcally:
•	  Group	  similar	  images	  into	  dis1nct	  “events”
•	  Suggest	  more	  “interes1ng/dis1nc1ve”	  events
•	  “Associate”	  related	  events
•	  Provide	  poten1ally	  addi1onal	  retrieval	  cues	  from	  other	  sources
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Daily	  Browser	  Overview
Event Segmentation
SenseCam Images of a day (about 3,000)
Using MOTION sensors – very quick & accurate
EVENT SEGMENTATION
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Best: Compare Event Averages










within the Multi-day Event
database
Event database containing last 7
days’ Events
SenseCam Images of a day (about 3,000)
Better: Compare Event Averages
?
… …
Cross compare -Too slow










within the Multi-day Event
database























within the Multi-day Event
database















Similar Events - Aiden waiting for bus
Similar Events - Aiden at the office corridor
Similar Events - Aiden working on the desk
VISUAL NOVELTY
+ FACE DETECTION
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Event	  augmenta4on
Here’s a SenseCam picture of Aiden at a pier in Santa
Barbara, CA.
If he has GPS he can search for other pictures in the same
location…
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Event	  augmenta4on	  –	  more	  cues
• He	  receives	  the	  following	  “geotagged”	  images…
• Then	  ader	  some	  processing	  on	  text	  associated	  with	  these	  images	  we	  get	  many
more	  images,	  and	  even	  YouTube	  videos	  at	  Ymes	  too!
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Event	  Augmenta4on
Does	  it	  work?
Yes	  –	  we	  have	  it	  opera4onal	  from	  6	  image	  sources,
tested	  and	  evaluated	  with	  users.
Bringing	  the	  threads	  together	  …	  event	  segmenta4on,
keyframe	  selec4on,	  event	  importance,	  event
searching,	  and	  event	  augmenta4on	  …
…	  we	  have	  a	  system	  to	  manage	  a	  lifelog
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Released	  CLARITY	  Browser
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Event	  Segmenta4on	  S/W
•	  Carnegie	  Mellon	  University
•	  CWI,	  Amsterdam
•	  Lulea	  University	  of	  Technology
•	  Olivier	  Zangwell	  Centre
•	  “Mrs.	  W.”
•	  University	  of	  Leeds
•	  University	  of	  Limerick
•	  University	  of	  Toronto
•	  University	  of	  Utrecht
•	  +	  9x	  users	  in	  DCU
• Sussesx	  partnership	  NHS	  trust
• University	  of	  Oxford
• Halvar	  Jonson	  Centre	  for	  Brain
Injury,	  Canada




• University	  of	  Tampere
• University	  of	  Illinois
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Overview
• What	  is	  lifelogging	  and	  why	  bother
• Visual	  lifelogging,	  devices	  and	  SenseCam
• Our	  work	  on	  SC	  data	  management,	  events,	  event	  browsing
and	  augmenta4on





– Incorpora4ng	  Contextual	  Informa4on
– CO2	  Es4ma4on
• Lifelogging	  -­‐	  where	  next	  ?
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Identifying Activities using accel.
Sitting/Standing = 75% accurate
Using a range of classifiers: Logistic Regression,
Naïve Bayes, J48, SVM, etc.
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Identifying Activities using accel.
Walking = 77% Accurate
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Identifying Activities using accel.
Driving = 88% Accurate







on ~95k images (5 users)








































Comparison	  of	  Lifestyle	  Within
Social	  Groups
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Use	  Case:	  Dietry	  habits
Consider	  using	  even	  only	  the	  “Ea4ng”	  concept...
• Detect	  events	  where	  user	  is	  eaYng	  -­‐	  visual	  and
accelerometer
• Allows	  us/family/dietaYons	  gain	  more	  complete
record	  of	  our	  eaYng	  habits




T      F      S      S      M      T      W      T       F     S       S     M      T      W      T      F      S       S      M      T      W      T      F      S      S      M      T      W      T      F      S      S      M      T
WEDNESDAY 17 OCT 2008
2,118   Calories
Select a meal to annotate and/or see
the type of food eaten for that meal





































Little              Much
Sweets
Oil / Fats
Little              Much
950 Calories
Cathal     |     HELP    |    ABOUT
> CALENDAR
My total calorie
balance for each day
over time…
Detected ‘eating’
events listed, for the
user to more
accurately indicate
what s/he ate during
the day
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SLIDE	  REMOVED	  FROM
ONLINE	  VERSION
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Selng	  Detec4on	  –	  Watching	  TV
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Selng	  Detec4on	  –	  In	  the	  Park
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SLIDE	  REMOVED	  FROM
ONLINE	  VERSION
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SLIDE	  REMOVED	  FROM
ONLINE	  VERSION
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SC	  +	  Other	  Data	  Sources	  ?
SENSECAM: Images
PHYSIOLOGICAL: Heart Rate,





PC: E-mail, web pages visited,
documents worked on
BLUETOOTH:
People around me +
FAMILIARITY
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CO2	  Es4ma4on
Here’s	  a	  green	  applica4on	  -­‐	  es4ma4ng	  CO2
In	  Ireland,	  36%	  personal	  CO2	  emissions	  are	  transport-­‐
related,	  31%	  are	  electricity,	  33%	  are	  heat
Can	  we	  use	  lifelogging	  devices	  to	  es4mate	  our	  Carbon
emissions	  -­‐	  important	  to	  raise	  awareness,	  Carbon
taxes,	  etc.
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Classifying Activities
Driving = 88% Accurate
Using a range of classifiers: Logistic Regression,
Naïve Bayes, J48, SVM, Etc.
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1	  user:	  power	  logger	  +	  SenseCam
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Complete	  CO2	  Picture	  on	  TV
DRIVING CARBON/COST
DOMESTIC CARBON/COST
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Overview
• What	  is	  lifelogging	  and	  why	  bother
• Visual	  lifelogging,	  devices	  and	  SenseCam
• Our	  work	  on	  SC	  data	  management,	  events,	  event	  browsing
and	  augmenta4on





– Incorpora4ng	  Contextual	  Informa4on
– CO2	  Es4ma4on
• Lifelogging	  -­‐	  where	  next	  ?
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So	  what	  was	  Mul4media
..	  and	  why	  is	  lifelogging	  a	  new	  challenge	  ?
We	  used	  to	  believe	  that	  mul4media	  =	  {image,	  audio,
video},	  maybe	  with	  3D,	  text	  was	  poor	  mul4media
Then	  we	  started	  tagging	  and	  mashing	  and	  crea4ng
UGC	  and	  volume	  increased	  and	  there’s	  the	  challenge
Lifelogging	  is	  based	  on	  just	  a	  few	  sensors	  …
accelerometer,	  energy,	  maybe	  a	  camera	  …	  and	  it
leverages	  into	  such	  useful	  informa4on	  …	  useful
because	  it	  is	  personal,	  it	  is	  me,	  you
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Because	  it	  is	  personal,	  and	  it	  is	  now,	  this	  is
informa4on	  that	  maZers,	  to	  me.
From	  raw	  and	  noisy	  signals	  is	  extracted	  meaningful
and	  useful	  informa4on
It	  can	  be	  events,	  encounters,	  social	  interac4ons,
people,	  ac4vi4es,	  and	  it	  can	  be	  at	  mul4ple
hierarchical	  levels
The	  challenge	  is	  managing,	  delivering,	  ﬁltering,	  etc.
